Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging for long range maneuvering small/stealth target plays an important role in the field of national defense surveillance. Due to low signal-to-noise (SNR) of received echo signal and the nonstationary Doppler frequency modulated (DFM) during the coherent processing intervals (CPI), the conventional range-Doppler (RD) algorithm is unsuitable to generate a well-focused ISAR image. Furthermore, the dihedral or trihedral components of the maneuvering target or range cell migration caused by the target's complex motion generate the time-varying amplitudes for the received signal, which brings a new challenge for ISAR imaging algorithm design. To overcome those issues, in this work, we propose a new method to obtain the well-focused ISAR image of long range maneuvering small/stealth target. This method consists of two main steps. First, the received signal in a range bin is characterized as multicomponent amplitude modulated-quadratic frequency modulated (AM-QFM) signal with time-varying amplitudes after the translational compensation. After that, a novel coherently integrated general cubic phase function (CIGCPF) is developed to estimate the parameters of multi-component AM-QFM signal. Compared with the existing ISAR imaging methods based on the constant amplitude signal model during the CPI, the well-focused ISAR image can be obtained by the proposed method with time-varying amplitude in a low SNR environment. Finally, the simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) has been widely used in many fields of civil and military applications because it has the ability to produce high-resolution images regardless the weather conditions [1] - [3] . Assume that the Doppler frequency modulated (DFM) is constant during the imaging coherent time, the traditional range-Doppler (RD)
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lian Feng. algorithm based on Fourier transform (FT) obtains highquality ISAR images [4] . However, for the long-range maneuvering small/stealth targets, the received echo signal is of low signal-noise-ratio (SNR) and time-varying DFM caused by target's complex motions. The ISAR image obtained by the traditional RD algorithm appears to be defocused and smeared, which is difficult to classify and identify for the subsequent processing. Therefore, obtaining well-focused ISAR images of maneuvering targets in a low SNR environment has become a hot research topic in recent years [1] - [25] . VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ For non-cooperative maneuvering targets, the available ISAR imaging algorithms can be mainly classified into two categories [5] - [23] . The first class is the non-parametric imaging methods. In order to obtain a high-resolution maneuvering target ISAR image, the main idea of those methods is to adopt the time-frequency (TF) analysis tool as the substitution for FT in the traditional RD algorithm in the azimuth direction processing. The TF analysis based imaging methods including the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [5] and continuous wavelet transform (CWT) [6] was widely applied. The STFT and CWT are linear transformations without the cross-term interferences, but the obtained ISAR images are of low resolution. The Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) method [7] provides high-resolution time-frequency analysis. However, due to its nonlinear characteristics, the imaging performance of the WVD deteriorates when the cross-term interferences are severe for tackling multicomponent polynomial phase signal (PPS). To overcome the issues of the cross-term interferences and to obtain high-quality ISAR images, the smoothed pseudo WVD (SPWVD) algorithm [8] , a class L polynomial WVD (LPWVD) transform [9] , and other the time-frequency distribution series methods are subsequently developed. However, a compromise must be made between the ability to suppress cross-term interferences and the time-frequency resolution. In [10] , a high-resolution imaging method based on synchrosqueezing transform is proposed for maneuvering target without time-frequency resolution loss. In [11] , [12] , a novel ISAR imaging algorithm based on the improved Keystone transform (KT) is developed, which overcomes basically the contradiction between the high time-frequency resolution and cross-term suppression. However, the interpolation operation required in the KT results in the high computational complexity and loss of precision, which hinders the real-time realization for maneuvering target imaging.
The second class is the parameterization methods, in which the received echo signal in a range bin is modeled as a particular type of signal with unknown motion parameters, and the instantaneous DFM parameters are then estimated after translational compensation [1] - [3] , [13] - [23] . In [13] , a multicomponent linear frequency modulated (LFM) signal is adopted to model the received echo signal, and the Radon-Wigner transform was used to estimate the unknown parameters of the LFM. Several other methods were proposed consequently by using the same signal model [14] , [15] . In many scenarios, however, the targets of interest are usually of high maneuverability and non-cooperative, and the echo signal exhibits high-order phase components, which means that the LFM signal model based approaches are not sufficient to generate a well-focused ISAR image. To more accurately illustrate the maneuvering of the target, the quadratic frequency modulated (QFM) signal model is a better choice than the LFM signal model. Utilizing the QFM model, a large number of ISAR imaging algorithms have been proposed recently to obtain well-focused ISAR image for a maneuvering target [16] - [23] .
However, those kinds of methods usually require high SNR and they only assume the case where the received echo signal has constant amplitude during the integrated imaging interval. However, this assumption is only valid in the situation of the reflection intensity for the target's scatterers remains unchanged during the observation time, and the migration through resolution cell (MTRC) can be ignored. In practice, for the target with complex motion or the maneuverability is high, due to the double-sided body or the trihedral component of the maneuvering target, the scatterers have a strong directionality, and the amplitude of the received echo signal has a time-varying characteristic. Therefore, the parameter estimation method based on the constant amplitude model is invalid. In [24] , considering the time-varying characteristics of amplitude, a novel Dechirp and parameter estimation (DAPE) based method is developed with the second-order LFM signal model. But it is suitable for the target with moderate maneuverability, and the ISAR image obtained will appear to be defocused and smeared for the maneuvering target as has been introduced previously. To tackle this issue, in [25] , a QFM signal model with time-varying amplitude is taken into account, and then the integrated general cubic phase function and integrated cubic phase function (IGCPF-ICPF) are adopted to estimate the QFM signal coefficients and the time-varying amplitudes of each component. But they cannot achieve ISAR imaging of maneuvering target with a low SNR environment, which hinder their practical applications for the long range small/stealth target detection. Therefore, the imaging methods for maneuvering target are needed to be developed further with considering the time-varying amplitude in the low SNR environment.
To solve the mentioned problems, this paper proposes a more accurate echo signal model, i.e., multi-component amplitude modulation-quadratic frequency modulation (AM-QFM) signal model, which is to model the echo signals of one range cell after the translational compensation. After that, a multi-component AM-QFM signal parameters estimation method considering a low SNR case is proposed to obtain well-focused ISAR image, and the relevant ISAR imaging algorithm is realized consequently. Compared with the existing ISAR imaging algorithm based on constant amplitude model, the proposed algorithm with the consideration of time-varying amplitude presents the following advantages: (1) The established echo signal model considers the complex maneuvering scenarios and amplitude time-varying of the target, and it more accurately describes the imaging characteristics of the complex maneuvering target; (2) The proposed multi-component time-varying amplitude QFM signal parameter estimation method utilizes the amplitude and phase information of the signal to make the algorithm robust to the noise. Finally, computer simulation results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the characteristic of the received signal for the maneuvering target is discussed. In Section III, the ISAR imaging method for maneuvering target based on AM-QFM signal model under a low SNR environment is proposed, and the numerical studies are also presented to demonstrate the estimation performance. The simulation results for ISAR imaging are given in Section IV. Section V concludes this paper. Figure 1 provides the ISAR imaging geometry for the maneuvering target, which is depicted in the Cartesian coordinate system XYZ and the origin O is the rotation center of the target. In the imaging plane, the unit vector of the radar lineof-sight (LOS) and three-dimensional angular speed of the rotating target are denoted by vector R and vector , respectively. Based on the decomposition rule, the vector has two components e and R that are parallel and perpendicular to vector R, respectively. Because R is parallel to R, it does not contribute to the rotational motions because it does not generate DFM. The vector e is an effective rotating vector, and generates the Doppler frequency and in turn improves the imaging quality in the azimuth direction.
II. ISAR IMAGING GEOMETRY AND SIGNAL MODEL
Suppose the point P is a random scatterer in the target with the coordinate x p , y p , z p and r P is the directional vector from the origin O. With the translational component v r , the Doppler frequency of the scatterer P is given by
where ''×'' and ''·'' denote the outer product and the inner product, respectively, and λ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal. In the ISAR imaging, since the coherent integration time is usually short (2-3s) [1] - [3] , and therefore, the imaging projection plane can assumed to be unchanged. The time-varying DFM in (1) can be written as
where w ex , w ey , w ez , x p , y p , z p and R x , R y , R z are the components of vector e , r P and R along the X -, Y -, and Z -axis, respectively. For complex motions, v r , w ex , w ey and w ez are time variant, which are usually approximated by the second order Taylor expansion. That is,
where t m is the azimuth slow-time variable, v 0 , a 0 and κ 0 represent the initial radial velocity, acceleration, and acceleration rate, respectively. The parameters of w x , w y and w z ; α x , α y and α z ; κ x , κ y and κ z respectively are the constant-, first-, and second-order coefficients of the w ex , w ey and w ez . Substituting (3) into (2), the instantaneous slant range for the scatter to the radar is
where t 0 is the starting time for the coherent accumulation, R P (t 0 ) is the range from the scatterer P to the radar position at the initial time t 0 , (4), due to the complex motions of the target, the scattering points on the target have modulation characteristics of the time-varying Doppler frequency at the azimuth direction, which is a challenging task when performing the azimuth direction focusing. Suppose the LFM signal is transmitted, and after demodulation to baseband and range compression, the received baseband signal is
where σ k is the reflection intensity, t r denotes the range fast-time variable, c is the speed of light, B r is transmitted signal bandwidth, and w a (t m ) is the azimuth envelope in the time domain, n (t r , t m ) is the additive complex white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance of δ 2 .
After the translation compensation is performed, all scatterers are located in their corresponding range cells, and the current methods usually model the azimuth time-varying DFM signal as a multi-component LFM or QFM signal [13] - [23] . However, in reality, the amplitude of the echo signal due to the double-sided body and the trihedral member of the maneuvering target or the complex motion of the target also have time-varying characteristics. In order to accurately describe this situation, we model the echo signal as a multi-component AM-QFM signal. The number of scatters in a certain range cell is K , and substituting (4) into (5), the azimuth echo of the lth range cell is a multicomponent AM-QFM signal, given by
λ represent the time-varying amplitude, initial phase, center frequency, chirp rate, and derivative of chirp rate of azimuth DFM corresponding to the kth scatter, respectively. Therefore, in order to produce well-focused ISAR image, the parameters of the AM-QFM signal must be estimated with a high accuracy.
III. ISAR IMAGING ALGORITHM DESIGN BASED ON AM-QFM SIGNAL MODEL
In this section, the radar echo signals in a range cell can be characterized as a multicomponent AM-QFM signal after translation compensation. Based on this, we propose a maneuvering target ISAR imaging method considering a low SNR environment.
A. PARAMETER ESTIMATION OF TIME-VARYING AMPLITUDE QFM SIGNAL
The cubic phase function (CPF) is a frequently used parameter estimation method proposed in recent years [26] - [28] . For the parameter estimation of QFM signal, a more general CPF (GCPF) was developed. In the GCPF algorithm, the instantaneous autocorrelation function of equation (6) is [26] , [27] 
cross-terms (7) where * and τ m denote the complex conjugate and the lag time variable, R l,c−terms (t m ; τ m ) and R l,n−terms (t m ; τ m ) are the cross-terms and the noise terms, respectively. According to the instantaneous autocorrelation function of equation (7), in order to maintain the correlation among the components of autocorrelation function, the selection of lag time τ m variable is generally very small [16] , [17] . Therefore, the time-varying amplitude can be approximately written as
Based on the approximation of time-varying amplitude in equation (8), and taking the FT to (8) along the lag time variable τ m , the GCPF is [16] , [17] GCPF t m ;
where f τ 2 m denotes the frequency variable with respect to the lag variable τ m , δ (·) is the Dirac delta function, GCPF l,c−terms t m ; f τ 2 m ,and GCPF l,n−terms t m , f τ 2 m denote the cross-terms and the noise term after the fast Fourier transform (FFT) operation, respectively.
From equation (9), the energy of the QFM signal on t m , f τ 2 m plane is focused along the straight line of f τ 2 m = 12b k, 3 . Therefore, the third-order coefficient estimation is obtained byb
In (9), however, for a multi-component QFM signal, the cross-terms and the spurious peaks are present due to the nonlinearity of the GCPF, which deteriorates the estimation performance dramatically. Hence, an effective suppression of cross-terms and spurious peaks is needed here. Based on the characters that auto-terms energy distribution parallel to the time axis, product GCPF (PGCPF) and integrated GCPF (IGCPF) were proposed in [14] , [15] , respectively. In the PGCPF, the cross-terms and spurious peaks are suppressed by multiplying several GCPF slices at different time instants [14] . However, there are two obvious disadvantages of this algorithm. First, only part of the GCPF auto-terms energy is utilized. Second, the noise suppression ability of this method is limited. The PGCPF is defined as
where Q denotes the number of GCPF slices, t m, q denotes different time corresponding slices Q.
In the IGCPF, the cross-terms and spurious peaks is suppressed by adding up the energy of auto-terms along amplitude [27] and it is indicated by
Although the auto-terms energy is fully utilized in IGCPF, it only uses the amplitude information of the auto-terms. This means that it is an incoherent integration algorithm, and therefore noise reduction ability is also limited.
To overcome shortcomings of PGCPF and IGCPF, we propose a coherently integrated GCPF (CIGCPF) algorithm by further utilizing the amplitude and phase information of signals in [26] , [27] . This algorithm achieves coherent integration of auto-terms energy, and therefore it has a better ability to suppress cross-terms and spurious peaks. However, the time-varying amplitude introduced by the multicomponent AM-QFM signal model limits the direct use of CIGCPF method. In what follows, the CIGCPF method is redeveloped in a way that it handles time-varying amplitude and also the low SNR condition.
It is known that the synthetic aperture time of ISAR imaging for maneuvering targets is generally short [1]- [3] , which means that the time-varying amplitude in equation (9) has a slowly varying characteristic. Therefore, the time-varying amplitude is modeled as a finite-order triangular function. That is, (13) where f k denotes the frequency of signal, ϕ k represents the initial phase. Substituting (13) into (9) obtains
where σ 4 k = A 4 k exp (j4ϕ k ) + exp (−j4ϕ k ) 16 is a constant amplitude term. According to equation (14) , the time-varying amplitude is approximated by introducing a frequency offset into the GCPF transform. The CIGCPF transformation of equation (14) is
where t m is a CIGCPF operator. Equation (15) shows that after CIGCPF operation, auto-terms energy of the scatterers is focused at two high-resolution sharp points at 4b k,1 − 4f k , 12b k,3 and 4b k,
After estimating the first-and third-order coefficients of QFM signals, the second order coefficients of QFM signals can be estimated subsequently by using coherently integrated CPF (CICPF) algorithm after a Dechirp processing [28] . After estimating the QFM signal coefficients,
is reconstructed and multiplied by the original signal as
The time-varying amplitude can be obtained by the following estimation
where FT (·) and IFT (·) are FT and inverse FT (IFT) operations, respectively, ham (t m ) denotes Hanming window, and win (f ) denotes window function
where the values of f L and f R in equation (18) are determined by the narrow bandwidth near zero frequency. The optimal narrow bandwidth can be selected according to the following standard (19) where W = f R − f L is the window function length. Finally, the estimated AM-QFM signal component is eliminated by CLEAN technology. The remaining parameters of AM-QFM signal are obtained by the same method as in [26] - [28] . 
B. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in estimating AM-QFM signals, an AM-QFM signal with two components is analyzed, which is given by
where |n| ≤ (N − 1) 2, the length of discrete signal is N = 255 and the parameters of two-component QFM signal are shown in Table 1 . In addition, the time-varying amplitudes are as follows.
A 1 (n) = 2 cos (0.003π n) + 1.5
A 2 (n) = sin 0.003πn + π 3 (21) Figure 2 shows the estimation results of parameters using two-component AM-QFM signals. Figure 2(a) is the result of signal s 1 (n) after using CIGCPF. Equation (15) indicates that signal s (n) after CIGCPF processing will form sharp points in f t m ; f τ 2 m plane, where the first and third order coefficients of s 1 (n) can be obtained by the positions of sharp points in f t m dimension and f τ 2 m dimension, respectively. At the same time, s 1 (n) is transformed into LFM signal after Dechirp processing. Figure 2(b) is the result of the corresponding LFM signal using CICPF processing. The second-order coefficients of the signal can be estimated by the peak position of the strong point in the f τ 2 m dimension. Figure 2 (c) shows the variation curve of the optimal window width selection function F (W ). From the figure, it can be seen that when window width W = 6, F (W ) reaches the minimum value. Therefore, when estimating the time-varying amplitude, the optimal window width can be selected as W = 6. Figure 2(d) shows the time-varying amplitude estimation curve of s 1 (n) under the optimal window width. Finally, the estimated s 1 (n) signal can be eliminated from signal s (n) by CLEAN technology [25] - [27] Figure 3 is an estimate of the component of s 2 (n) signal. Figure 3(a) is the result of CIGCPF of s 2 (n) signal. Figure 3 (b) provides the CICPF result after Dechirp of s 2 (n) signal. Figure 3(c) shows the change curve of window width selection function F (W ) in s 2 (n) amplitude estimation. From the figure, the optimal window width can be chosen as W = 26, and the time-varying amplitude estimation curve of s 2 (n) can be shown in Figure 3(d) .
To demonstrate the noise tolerance performance of the proposed CIGCPF and CICPF, The comparisons with the existing methods are also provided in Figure 4 , where the complex additive white Gaussian noise is added with SNR= −5dB. It can be seen that the CIGCPF and CICPF method have better performance advantages in suppressing the spurious peaks and cross-terms, and realize the parameters estimation in the case of low SNR.
C. ISAR IMAGING ALGORITHM DESIGN
Based on the multi-component AM-QFM signal parameter estimation method proposed above, an ISAR imaging algorithm for maneuvering targets in the low SNR environment is presented in this section, and the detailed steps are as follows.
Step 1: Translational compensation including envelope alignment and initial phase correction is applied to the echo signal, and the echo signal of each range cell after translation compensation is modeled as a multi-component AM-QFM signal.
Step 2: Initialize k = 1 and estimate the values of scattering system number b k,1 , b k,3 and b k,2 by CIGCPF and CICPF respectively.
Step 3: Estimate the time-varying amplitude A k (t m ) of k th AM-QFM signal by equation (17) .
Step 4: The signal is reconstructed according to the estimated coefficients, and then the k th AM-QFM signal component is subtracted from the original echo signal of the range gate.
Step 5: Let k = k + 1, and repeat steps 2 to 4 until the residual scatterer signal energy of the range gate is less than a threshold (generally set to 5% of the total scatterer energy of the range gate).
Step 6: repeat steps 2 to 5 for all range cell M to produce a well-focused ISAR image for maneuvering target.
The complete flowchart for the proposed ISAR imaging algorithm is provided in Figure. 5.
D. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze quantitatively the computational complexity of our proposed algorithm, and compared with other methods proposed in [24] and [25] . In [24] , with considering the time-varying characteristics of amplitude, a novel DAPE method is developed using second-order LFM signal model.
In this comparison, for the illustration conveniences, assume that the range compression and translational motion compensation have been completed. The computational complexities of above-mentioned two methods and our proposed algorithm are now quantitatively provided. In general, an N -point FFT or inverse FFT (IFFT) needs 5N log 2 (N ) floating-point operations (FLOPs) and one-time complex multiplication needs 6N FLOPs. In what follows, N r and N a are respectively used to denote the number of range cells and the number of azimuth pulses, K l is the target scatterer number in the l th range cell, N t m is the signal length t m , and N τ m is used to represent the length of the lag variable τ m .
For the DAPE method in [24] , where it needs to estimate each scatterer parameter, its implementation steps mainly include performing the Dechirp operation and parameter estimation to each scatterer. Taking one scatterer estimation procedure for example, first, the second-order coefficient is obtained by using M times N a -dimensional FFT and complex multiplications with the computational complexity of O M 6N a + 5N a log 2 N a , where M is the number of iterations. And then one Dechirping operation is required, which needs one N a -dimensional complex multiplication with the computational cost of O (6N a ). Second, to obtain first-order azimuth position coefficient, one N adimensional FFT is needed with the computational complexity of O 5N a log 2 N a . Finally, one N a -dimensional FFT and IFF, and two times N a -dimensional complex multiplication are needed to estimate the time-varying amplitude with the computational cost of O 12N a + 10N a log 2 N a . Therefore, the total computational complexity of the DAPE method in [24] with time-varying amplitude using second-order phase model is
For the IGCPF-ICPF method in [25] , where it is recently proposed with the third-order signal model, the computational load consists of the following steps. Taking one scatterer estimation for example, to estimate the third-order coefficient using the IGCPF, the complex multiplications in constructing fourth-order multilinear GCPF function matrix with the computational complexity of O 18N a N τ m , the nonuniform discrete FT (NUDFT) operation along the lag-time variable axis with the computational cost of O N a N 2 τ m [28] , one time compensation function multiplication with complexity O 6N a N τ m , an absolute sum operation along the slow time variable with the computational cost of O N a N τ m , are needed. And then one Dechirping operation is required, which needs one N a -dimensional complex multiplication. Second, to obtain second-order coefficient using the ICPF, the computational complexity requirement is similar to the IGCPF operation, and the difference is constructing second-order bilinear CPF function matrix. Third, to estimate the first-order coefficient, one time N a -dimensional FFT is needed with the computational cost of O 5N a log 2 N a . Finally, one N a -dimensional FFT and IFF, and two times N a -dimensional complex multiplications are needed to estimate the time-varying amplitude with the computational cost of O 12N a + 10N a log 2 N a . Therefore, the total computational complexity of the IGCPF-ICPF method in [25] for maneuvering target imaging with time-varying amplitude and third-order phase model is
Similar to the parameter estimation-based IGCPF-CICPF method in [25] , the proposed ISAR imaging algorithm is also based on the AM-QFM signal model with time-varying amplitude. According to the imaging steps and the flowchart of the proposed algorithm in Figure 5 , the proposed algorithm implementation procedures mainly include the following steps. Taking one scatterer estimation for example, to estimate the first-and third-order coefficient simultaneously utilizing the CIGCPF, the constructing fourth-order multilinear GCPF function matrix with the computational complexity of O 18N a N τ m , the fast non-uniform FFT (NUFFT) operation with the computational cost of O 5N a N τ m log 2 N τ m [28] , one complex multiplication for compensating high-order term with the complexity load of O 6N a N τ m , the FFT operation to integrate coherently energy of scatterers with the computational complexity of O 5N a N τ m log 2 N a , are required. After that, one Dechirping operation is applied to remove the first-and third-order coefficient obtained, which needs one N a -dimensional complex multiplication with the computational cost of O (6N a ). Second, to obtain second-order coefficient using the CICPF, the computational complexity is similar to the CIGCPF operation, and the difference is in constructing second-order bilinear CPF function matrix. Finally, one N a -dimensional FFT and IFF, and two times N a -dimensional complex multiplications are required to estimate the time-varying amplitude with the computational cost of O 12N a + 10N a log 2 N a . Therefore, the total computational complexity of the proposed ISAR imaging method is.
It can be seen from equations (22) , (23) and (24), compared with both IGCPF-ICPF approach in [25] and the proposed method, the DAPE method in [24] has the advantage in the computational complexity, but it is only suitable for the target with moderate maneuverability because the second-order LFM signal model is adopted to model the received echo signal. Compared with the IGCPF-ICPF method, the proposed method has a slightly lower computational complexity since the fast NUFFT is utilizing, which benefits from the real-time realization and engineering applications for maneuvering target imaging in the low SNR environment.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the ISAR imaging algorithms including the existing RD imaging algorithm in [4] , DAPE method with time-varying amplitude in [24] , IGCPF-ICPF algorithm with time-varying amplitude [25] , and the proposed method considering time-varying amplitude are utilized to confirm the validity of the proposed algorithm with the simulation parameters of the radar and the target movement listed in Table 2 . The target model in the simulation was a ship with 49 scatterers, shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 shows the range compression and RD imaging results without the translation compensation and range migration correction under SNR=5dB. Figure 7(a) shows that the scatterer energy is scattered in several range cells without translational compensation and range cell migration correction. The image obtained using the RD algorithm causes a serious defocus, shown in Figure 7 (b). Figure 8 is the result of range compression and RD imaging after translation compensation and range cell migration correction. From Figure 8(a) , it can be seen that the target scatterer energy is almost concentrated into one range gate after translation compensation and range cell migration correction. Figure 8(b) produces the corresponding RD imaging results. Compared with Figure 7(b) , the blurred ship contour can be seen, which is due to the complex motions of the ship target. The azimuth Doppler frequency has modulation characteristics, which makes the target image defocused by using the traditional RD algorithm based on FT transform. [4] , DAPE method with time-varying amplitude in [24] , IGCPF-ICPF algorithm with time-varying amplitude in [25] and the proposed imaging approach under SNR=5dB and SNR= −3dB after range compression, respectively.
From Figure 9(a) , it is seen that due to the characteristics of time-varying DFM, the ISAR image obtained by the RD method is seriously blurred in the azimuth direction. The imaging results obtained with the DAPE method in [24] are provided in Figure 10 . Although the time-varying VOLUME 7, 2019 characteristics of amplitude is considered, it is suitable for the target with moderate maneuverability, and the ISAR image obtained appear to be defocused and smeared for the maneuvering target because only the second-order LFM signal model is used. Compared with Figure 9 and 10, the ISAR images obtained by the IGCPF-ICPF algorithm in [25] and the proposed algorithm are recognized in the case of a high SNR condition because the third-order QFM signal model is adopted with time-varying amplitude for the maneuvering target. However, from the image results of Figure 11(b) , it is observed that the image obtained by IGCPF-ICPF algorithm is difficult to recognize and has obvious artifacts at a low SNR environment, while the proposed method obtains a well-focused and clear ship target image, shown in Figure 12 (b). Therefore, with AM-QFM signal model, the proposed ISAR imaging algorithm is superior to other algorithms in the low SNR environment.
To better evaluate the imaging performances of different algorithms, the entropy of ISAR images is adopted as a criterion to measure the image quality because a better focused image can produce a smaller entropy. g (m, n) 2 , m represents the number of azimuth pulses, n denotes the number of range cells. The image information entropy of each ISAR imaging algorithms obtained by the RD method in [4] , DAPE method with time-varying amplitude in [24] , IGCPF-ICPF algorithm with time-varying amplitude in [25] and the proposed approach considering time-varying amplitude versus SNR are provided in Figure 13 (a), where the entropy values are obtained by averaging 100 independent noise realizations. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm has a better imaging performance than the existing methods. Moreover, the performance advantage becomes more obvious as the SNR decreases, which agrees with the previous studies. The running times of different approaches versus SNR are also presented in Figure 13 (b), where Intel Double-core processor, CPU clocked frequency at 3.0GHz, memory 8GB, and Window 10 operating system are used. It can be seen from Figure 13(b) , the RD method and DAPE method have the advantages in the computational complexity, but they are only suitable for the target with moderate maneuverability. Compared with IGCPF-ICPF method with time-varying amplitude, the proposed method has a slightly lower computational complexity thanks to the use of NUFFT operation. From above studies, the proposed method has better imaging performance in the low SNR condition. Therefore, the proposed approach is a very attractive tool to produce the high quality ISAR image for maneuvering target under the low SNR condition in practice.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, to describe the radar echo signal more accurately, the received signal in a range cell is characterized as a multi-component AM-QFM signal with time-varying amplitude after the translational compensation. Based on this model, a novel CIGCPF method is proposed to estimate the parameters of multi-component AM-QFM signal. Compared with the existing ISAR imaging methods based on the constant amplitude signal model, the well-focused ISAR image is obtained. The numerical studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods in ISAR imaging, especially under a low SNR environment.
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